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ABSTRACT 
We state and prove two rather direct linear algebra results and show how they 
are the basis for many combinatorial devices for determining the dual structure of 
combinatorial designs. Applications to tactical decompositions and partial geometric 
designs are also included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many recent studies of combinatorial designs the essential device has 
been to determine the structure of the dual design. In terms of the incidence 
matrix A of the design, one attempts to determine, say, AAt from the 
imposed form on A tA given by the design constraints. Methods include 
bordering devices [ll, 121, determinant evaluations [9, 131, and direct 
inversion [6, 7, 81. Often these studies present a “Fisher type” inequality 
followed by a discussion of the case of equality. 
We show here how many of these results can be viewed as consequences 
of general linear algebra results. The inequalities treated include Block’s 
inequality on tactical decompositions [2], Bose’s theorem on resolutions [3], 
and the elaboration of Bose’s result by Hughes and Piper [lo] and H. Beker 
[l]. Duality applications include partial geometric designs [4,5], uniform 
multiplicative designs [12], and A-matrices [7,9,13]. 
*This research was carried out while de author was visiting at the Technological Univer- 
sity, Eindboven, Holland. 
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2. THE ALGEBRAIC THEOREMS 
In the following F is a field, F” the m-dimensional vector space over F, 
and Horn (F”,F”) the space of linear transformations from F” to F”. We 
use p to denote rank and v for nullity, and X : U-+ V means X(u) E V for all 
u E U. Finally, for U C F”, X EHom (F”, F”), we use XI U for the restric- 
tion of X to U, and Z or Z, for the identity map. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9, be a c-dimensionul subspace of Fb and S be a 
d-dimensional subspace of F”. Suppose X EHom (Fb, F”) satisfies X: 9,-S, 
then 
c+p(X) < b+p(Xj%) < b+d. (2.1) 
Zf equality holds throughout and there exist u E F (u #O) and Y E Horn 
(F”, Fb) such that XYX-pX : Fb +S, then, in fact, Y:S+% and YX-pZ:Fb 
+%. 
Proof. The inequality (2.1) is evident, as the left inequality is v(X 1%) < 
v(X) while the right is p(X ) ‘2iL) < p(X). Now let Rx be the range of X, and 
define Ti EHom (Fb/%, Rx/S) by 
T,(a + 3) : =X(a) + s. 
Ti is well defined as X : ‘?k+S, and Ti is also evidently onto. Equality in (2.1) 
means the spaces have the same dimension, so that Ti is an isomorphism. 
Now T:R,+Fb/% by T(X(a)):=YX(a)+‘% is in Horn (&,Fb/%), and 
moreover Ker T c S for Yx(,11) E ‘% implies XYX(a) E S, and we have XYXo 
- ~Xcx E S and ZJ # 0, so Xa: E S. But dimension (Ker T) = p(X) - p(T) 2 p(X) 
- (b - c) = d, so that Ker T= S and Y: S+%. The induced map T, given by 
T,(X(a)+S)=YX(a)+% satisfies T,T,T,=pT,, andwe may conclude T,T, 
= pZ (i.e., YX- ~Zul: Fb+%), as asserted. n 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a c-dimensional sub 
“g 
ace of Fb and S be a 
d-dimensionul subspace of F’. Let also X EHom (F , F”), Y EHom (F”, Fb), 
pE F, p#O satisfy 
(i) X:R+S, 
(ii) XY - PZ: F”+S. 
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Then 
c+v<b+d, (2.2) 
with equality if and only if 
(iii) Y: S-+R and 
(iv) YX-$:F’+R. 
Proof. Define T:F”+Fb/R by T(a):=Y(a)+R. If Y(a)ER, then 
DYES, whence as by (ii) so KerTCS. Thus Y=p(T)+Y(T)< b-c+ 
d. If equality holds Ker T= S so that Y(a) E R if and only if a E S. Moreover, 
defining 
F’ Fb 
T,: -+R by T,(cu+S)=Y(a)+R 
S 
and 
T,:Fb/R+F”/S by T,(/?+R)=;X(@+S, 
we have TIT, = IFv,s 
YX-yI:Fb+R. 
and, as the dimensions are equal, TzTl = IFhjR, which is 
3. THE COMBINATORIAL APPLICATIONS 
Here 1 is the appropriate vector of ones, J is the matrix of ones, and I is 
the identity matrix. 
A. Block’s Inequality and Tactical Decompositions of Partial Geometric 
Designs. 
Let N be a v X b matrix over F in the block form 
(3.1) 
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where bil= ~~(1. We refer to this as a row-tactical decomposition. Let 
G = (rij) be the dxc matrix of sub-row sums. Then Block [2] observed: 
c + p(N) < b + p( G). If vi is the b-dimensional (0, 1)-vector with ones pre- 
cisely in the positions corresponding to the columns of Au and 4 is the 
u-dimensional vector corresponding, dually, to the rows of &r, then put 
R=(yi]i=l,..., c), the space spanned by the y’s, and S = (~$1 i = 1,. . . , d) 
dually. Now view N E Horn (Fb, F”), and note that G is the matrix of N]R in 
the y-6 bases. Block’s observation is then (2.1). 
Now suppose that N is the (0,l) incidence matrix of a non-degenerate 
partial geometric design [4,5], so that NNtN- @= 0.Z. If now c + p(N) = b + 
p(G) = b + d, we may conclude that Nt : S-R, which says the decomposition 
(3.1) is column-tactical, i.e., each hi has constant column sums and moreover 
N’N - z.~,Z: Fb-+R. This latter fact says precisely that the block intersections 
depend only on the block classes of the decomposition and that within any 
class the intersections are k- p, where k is the block size. 
B. Resolutions 
The application here of Theorem 2.2 will be seen as a slight strengthen- 
ing of various observations [1,3, lo] and is directly motivated by Beker’s 
work [l]. Variations are possible, but we illustrate with 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let N be a 2-&s@ with a row tactical &composition 
with c block classes and d point classes. Then c + v < b + d, with equality if 
and only if the decomposition is column-tactical and block intersections 
depend only on the block classes-the intersection number within any block 
class being k - T+ X in the usual 2-&s@ notation. 
For the proof take R and S precisely as in Sec. 3.A and note that the 
conclusion NtN- fl: Fb+R says the columns (and rows by symmetry) of 
this matrix have equal components corresponding to the block classes. 
C. Uniform Multiplicative Designs 
A uniform multiplicative design [12] has a v X II incidence matrix A 
satisfying 
where a=(a,,..., CYJ. In Theorem 2.2. put S=(CX’), R =(Aa ‘), and we 
have equality with v = b, c = d = 1. Thus AA t - pZ has R for its column space 
(and row space by symmetry), which is the dual structure found in [12]. 
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D. A- Matrices 
Theorem 2.2 provides a quick proof of the following theorem [7,9,13]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be an n X (n - 1) (0,l) matrix with A ‘A = (k - h)l 
+A,/, O<X<k<n. Then either n=4A, k=2X and A is derived from a
Hadamard matrix of order 4A, or A is permutable to the fm 
A= >, I 1 2 (3.2) 
where 4 is a 2-design (i = 1,2) and A,Ai = A’J. 
Here we put R = (Al, l), S = (l), so that c = 2, d = 1 and equality holds 
in Theorem 2.2. Thus if r=Al= (r,, . . . ,rJ, there are numbers CC, pi (i= 
1 ,...,n) such that the jth column of AAt-(k-h)Z is ,r+j?,l. With p=k- 
A, we have from position ( j,i) 
(3.3) 
and further, as the matrix is symmetric, 
airi + pi = airi + pi. (3.4 
Eliminating pi and pi in (3.4) via (3.3) and simplifying, we obtain for all i, j 
(ri-Ti)(aq+CYi-l)=o. (3.5) 
Assuming that A has 3 or more row sums, (3.5) implies oi = i for each i. But 
then with H=2A-] we have 
HHf=4pZ+(n-l-4p)I, 
HfH=(4p-l)Z+(n-+)I. 
Now the rank of H is n - 1, as is easily checked, and thus HH’ is singular, so 
that 4~ + n (n - 1 - 4~) = 0, which yields n = 4~ and W = [ 1 H] is Hadamard. 
Otherwise A has 2 row sums (one is not possible), and putting rows of equal 
sum together, we get the form (3.2). The column structure of AA ’ - (k - A)Z 
provides the rest of the claim of the theorem if the submatrices A, have 
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constant column sum. But note that R is generated now by the vectors 
(l,..., 1,0 ,..., 0) and (0 ,..., O,l,..., l), and A ’ : R-+S is precisely this asser- 
tion. We remark, in conclusion, that the theorems can be used in non-regular 
cases if equations of the general form XY = D + XJ, D diagonal, are viewed as 
XYD-‘=Z+AJD-’ or D - ‘/2XYD - l/2 = Z + ),D - ‘/“Jo - l/2 
The author is indebted to Willem Haemers for useful discussions cm- 
cerning this research. 
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